The KU Field Station is dedicated to field-based research on plants, animals, soils, water and the atmosphere. It also provides a rich arena for teaching. The garden and the nature trails allow limited public access for learning about the natural environment.

**Directions:** From US 59/24 and US 24/40 north of Lawrence, travel 1.5 miles east on 24/40 (past the Lawrence airport) to E 1600 Road and turn left (north). Following green road signs with directions to the Field Station, continue 4 miles north to the Research and Operations Center entrance. Pass through the open gate; the Armitage Center is about ¼ miles from the entrance.

1. Native Medicinal Plant Research Garden and KU Student Farm (parking, public garden)
2. Fitch Natural History Reservation (trails)
3. Suzanne Ecke McColl Nature Reserve and Stan and Janet Roth Trailhead (parking, trails)
4. Rockefeller Prairie Trailhead (ADA-compliant); trail to Rockefeller Native Prairie and Kaw River Valley Overlook (parking, trails)
5. Entrance to Field Station research and operations area and Armitage Education Center (events only)